The lack of Birkhoff theorem in finite-range gravitation reveals nonzero acceleration of the test body inside the massive spherical shell, as well as breakdown of screening inside the charged conductor gives rise to acceleration of the test charge. An application of this effect to the motion of galaxies in Local Group allows to constraint quintessence parameter in some massive gravitational theories.
Introduction
Whether photon and graviton possess nonzero rest masses is one of the most fundamental questions which have been actively examined during last decades both theoretically and experimentally in the lab and in the space [1] - [3] .
Contrary to Proca equations [4] , uniquely and undoubtedly generalizing Maxwell ones for finite range, the massive gravitation is far from its end [5] - [12] . Different theories of gravitation predict different outcomes of the same experiments, henceforth the upper bounds of the graviton mass will depend on the specific choice of such theory. We'll consider phenomenon of breakdown of the screening effect in massive electrodynamics [4] and in finite-range theory of gravitation of Freund, Maheshwari and Schonberg [5] , and Logunov [6] [7] .
When can one anticipate an appearance of nonvanishing massive electromagnetic or, correspondingly, gravitational fields if the usual massless fields are absent (screened) in that situation? For instance, it is inside the spherically-symmetric shell. It is well known, that there is no electromagnetic field in the empty charged metal conductor, having compact (in simplest case-spherical) form [13] . Therefore, the Lorentz force acting on the test charge is equal to zero as well as its acceleration. If the gravitons have no rest mass, then according to Birkhoff theorem, inside the massive sphere the space-time is the Minkowski one, with the acceleration of the test bodies vanishing and the shell's gravitation field being "screened". This is clearly not the same case as electromagnetic screening, rather it is the consequence of the spherical symmetry. Nevertheless, such shielding would be broken for finite-range gravitation. Therefore in massive case one can expect that the test charge inside the charged shell and the test mass inside the massive sphere have to move with acceleration proportional (in first approximation) to the squared mass of the photon and graviton correspondingly. As we shall see, the formulas in both cases have the same form.
We'll consider this effect and estimate the possibilities of its observation. In particular, we'll show that the mass of the graviton will contribute to the "Hubble constant" of the galaxies flow in Local Group. It constraints the cosmological quintessence parameter in massive relativistic theory of gravitation (RTG) [6] [7] .
Empty Shell as the Photon Mass Detector
If the electromagnetic field has the finite range c
, where µ is the photon mass, then Maxwell equations will have the Klein-Gordon form, what was first noticed by A. Proca [4] . In arbitrary coordinates these equations are
where αβ γ -Minkowski metrics, Therefore for the electric field r E and Lorentz force F inside the shell one obtains ( ) 
The force (7) is directed towards the origin for the same signs of charges and it is increased as the particle comes to the surface (weak confinement). This force less than the Coulomb one The density of energy of such electromagnetic field, i.e. 00-component of symmetric energy-momentum tensor
inside the cavity is almost constant and has the order of magnitude 
Both the solution (4)- (7) and stress-energy tensor for massive electrodynamics have the correct limit 0 µ → .
In the following section, we'll demonstrate that there is a full analogy for the graviton of the mass m case-test body inside the spherical massive shell is no more at rest, with the force being proportional to 2 m r . Contrary to the electromagnetic case of the same sign charges, the test particle will be accelerated towards the shell surface.
Empty Shell as the Graviton Mass Detector
Let's consider the test body inside the thin spherically-symmetric perfect-fluid shell, keeping static by virtue of some external pressure. The origin of the pressure is undetermined in the frameworks of our task. In classical mechanics (with Newtonian inversed squared distance force) the test body is at rest inside the massive shell. The result keeps also valid for the exact solution of the gravitational field equations [13] . If one considers massive gravitation case, then the test body will no more be at rest in the cavity in close analogy with nonzero acceleration of the test charge in massive electrodynamics. Such cavity can be the detector of the mass of graviton. Both the sign and the value of such acceleration will be calculated in the paper.
Let's find the gravitational field created by the thin spherically-symmetric massive shell. Using standard coordinates in spherically-symmetric case one has 
Equations (11), (12) can be rewritten in more conventional form:
In our case from (9), (10), (13) , (14) , (15) 
where ( )
We shall solve Equations (16)- (18) in linear in graviton mass (which is extremely small:
) approximation. In zero order ( 0 m = ) these equations are significantly simplified:
The mass density of the thin shell is given by the δ -function: 
Thus in zero order approximation ( 0 m = ) the gravitational field inside the shell is constant and equals to 
is also diagonal and homogenious: const µν Φ = . Therefore the gravitational force for such field vanishes.
In the strong field limit, when the radius of the shell goes to Schwarzschild horizon 0 2
In the weak field limit 0 W M  , the expansion up to ( ) 2 0 M W accuracy yields: 
Then, one finds the value of gravitational force acting on the test particle in the cavity using geodesical equations in Riemannian space:
Since the only nonvanishing connection coefficient is
, then we can find the acceleration of the test particle:
Thus, the gravitational force acting on the particle in cavity is linear in its radius, quadric in mass of graviton and directs outward the center, with factor
. All the particles are attracted by the shell and tend to "fall" on it.
The interesting coincidence is that the expressions for the strength of electromagnetic field to act on the test charge and that of weak gravitational field to act on test mass are the same values, but having opposite signs: Contrary to the Pauli-Firtz massive gravitation [9] , the solutions (27)-(29) and the stress-energy tensor for finite-range theory [5] - [7] have the correct limit 0 m → .
Breakdown of Gravitational Screening-Local Hubble Flow in the Nearby Universe
Let's point out, that such simple spherically-symmetric model, where The Local Group is represented by the mass M, and the galaxies-by the pointlike bodies with the masses much less than M, on the backgroung of dark energy with constant density given by cosmological constant, first considered by Chernin, Teericorpi and Baryshev [16] - [18] in the frameworks of General Relavity.
Rigorous calculation of the model in relativistic theory of gravitation [19] with quintessence as the dark energy(cosmological term in the theory [7] is ruled out by the causality principle)have been performed in [19] , where the final result
